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Fundraising During a Pandemic
Friends of the Pana`ewa Zoo (FOZ) is a non-profit 501(c)3 organization with a mission
of raising money for the Pana’ewa Rainforest Zoo and Gardens. This allows our gem of
a zoo and its staff to purchase items that the regular County budget can’t afford. We buy
special treats and toys for the animals. We provide for special veterinary bills. The
hoofed animals get farrier care through FOZ. We pay for special exhibits such as the
second alligator enclosure and the `Alala Aviary. We purchase animals for the Zoo. We
provide the staff with colorful uniform tee shirts each year. These are just a few of the
many ways in which FOZ helps to keep our Zoo an exciting place to visit for children of
all ages.

Our fundraising is done through annual memberships, symbolic adoptions of some of
the zoo animals, the sale of the photo-op benches created by Charlene Lofgreen and
placed throughout the Zoo, and donations made by zoo patrons through the wishing
well and at donation boxes at the zoo entrance and in the Zoo Gift Shop. The proceeds
of snacks, drinks, tee shirts and various animals and toys in the Zoo Gift Shop are
totally dedicated to the expenses of running the zoo. So you can imagine, with the zoo
completely shut down since mid March, that our major funding sources have completely



dried up. There is no one to make
donations to the zoo before they leave, or
drop coins in the wishing well, or buy toys
and ice cream for the grandkids. No-one
is visiting with the tigers, Tzatziki and
Sriracha, or saying hi to “Max” Macaw,
“Salsa” Parrot or “Romeo” Cockatoo, or
spending time at our fantastic playground.
No-one has the opportunity to say ‘Thank
you’ with a donation as they leave. The
only continuing sources of income are our
adoptions and memberships. But those
are only trickling in. And in the meantime,
the animals still need treats and toys,
their hoofs still need to be maintained and
the vet still must make house calls.

Just as an example of how circumstances
have changed, postage has increased for
our symbolic animal adoptions by 200%.
So, for our organization to afford to pay for
pictures, certificates and information about
the adopted animal, as well as mailing and
packaging, we regret that our adoption
rates will be increasing from the present
$25 per adoption, to $35 per adoption,
effective July 1, 2020. If you were thinking
about adopting an animal to help us raise
funds for the zoo, now might be the time to
do it, before the rates go up.

Shirley and Kalani, our Facebook posters, are trying to keep our zoo in the forefront of
people’s thoughts during this pandemic. There are excellent current and archived photos
and videos on Facebook so that anyone who needs a “zoo fix” can get one. Our
webpage at hilozoo.org is a great place to make donations by credit card. You can also
donate by check to P.O. Box 738, Kea`au, HI 96749, if that is more convenient. Please
make out the check to “Friends of the Pana’ewa Zoo”. Tell your friends about us and how
we’re still helping the animals and staff even though the zoo isn’t open to the public.
Encourage them to send donations.

Pat Engelhard - FOZ President

Adoptions

We’ll see you when the Zoo opens again!

On-line Donations and downloadable mail-file



What’s New at the Zoo
Pam Mizuna - Zoo Director

Although the zoo has been closed for the past two months, we have been busy caring  
for all our animal’s daily needs. Both staff and volunteers are committed to ensuring  
the animals are well cared for during the closure. Animal enrichment volunteers are at  
the zoo 5 days a week in limited numbers to ensure compliance with social distancing.

As parks and other facilities begin to open back up, many of you are looking forward to  
visiting the zoo. I’m sorry to say that your visit will have to wait a few more months. On  
Monday, May 11, 2020, construction commenced on our American with Disabilities Act  
(ADA) improvement project. The zoo is scheduled to remain closed through the end of  
November with construction completion tentatively set for March 2021.

That is not to say we have nothing new at the zoo! Our pair of Juliana Mini Pigs arrived  
during our shutdown. Everyone will be able to greet them at the petting zoo when they  
make their debut at the zoo reopening!

Minnie  
Pig Pinkie Pig

I would like to share all of these photos of our animals which were taken during the past  
two months while the zoo was closed. It is going to be a long hot summer with lots of  
loud noises to contend with, but rest assured our animals will be well cared for!

Take care and stay safe!



1. Tzatziki (Bengal Tiger)
2. Sriracha (Bengal Tiger)
3. Lemur
4. Marmoset
5. Giant Anteater



Toucan

American Alligator

Asian Forest Tortoise

Dyeing poison dart frog

Grey Crowned Crane

Emu



1. Hyacinth Macaw  
(Rowdy)

2. Eclectus parrot,
(Kala)

3. Call Ducks
4. Silver pheasant
5. Black Swan (Swanie)



Rowdy, our Hyacinth Macaw, Romeo, the Moluccan Cockatoo, and Kala,  
our male Eclectus, look forward to taking walks and playing with their  
special friends.

Animal Enrichment
Barbara Thomason

Maybe you have seen ladies in the zoo wearing blue shirts that say  
Enrichment Team. They might have a bird on their arm or be walking a  
goat. These are volunteers that come every week to give special attention  
to the petting zoo animals and some of the birds.

Top left: Rowdy, Bottom Left: Kala  
and Top Right: Romeo

Bling, the emu, gives her Aunties a  
hug by putting her head on their  
shoulder while getting her neck  
rubbed. After fresh water is added to  
her pool she likes to get in and cool  
off.



In the Petting Zoo barn the animals are always happy to see the ladies in  
the blue shirts. While their homes are being cleaned the guinea pigs,  
chickens and quails get a chance to spend time sitting on the grass in  
special cages. The rabbits hop around a large fenced area while one of the  
volunteers keeps watch. When they are tired, they like to come and sit on  
Auntie's feet for an ear scratch.

Glory the pig looks forward to a  
massage with Coconut Oil to keep  
her skin soft and beautiful.



Jellybean, the Zebu  
steer, starts to moo for  
this favorite aunty to  
come and see him. When  
the little guys are taken  
care of, we take Jelly for  
a walk with the goats and  
horses. They enjoy  
grazing in new places  
around the zoo.

Then back to the barn to put everyone back in their clean houses where  
they might find a special treat of kale.

Above are Mele and Mokihana enjoying some hay.

Left is Jellybean, chewing on some tasty leaves. On the right is Cookie our Wall Sheep.  
Bottom left is our African Pygmy Goat and to the right of him, are some of the goats in the  

Petting zoo: Honey, Herbie, Maggi, Peanut and Kristina.



Pat Engelhard - President  
Jean Jasina - Vice President  

Arla Meyer– Secretary
Joy Katada – Treasurer
Nina Bremer – Publicity

Dolores Coulson – Newsletter,Adoptions
Shirley Howard – Facebook  
Beth Dean – Membership  

BarbaraThomason
Lisa Nelms  
SheyKravas

MarleneMedeiros  
CandaceBautista

Zoo Director
Pam Mizuno

Calendar

March 2020

Board of Directors

Tiger Fun Day
Cancelled

FOZ Board Meetings
Wednesday, June 10th

Wednesday, July 8th  

Wednesday, August 8th  

Wednesday, September 9th
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